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up the cream Cut cake- well, just a little piece of baby you know what I mean Cut THE CAKE- give me a little piece of lovin' on the page Cut THE CAKE- I need a little piece just to keep me happy Chorus gimme , gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake Well it tastes so good do not pass everything around gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme gimme
gimme that cake You have to cut it down! Cut the cake- just a small part of your sweet love cut the cake- you don't know I can't get enough cut cake- want you to know I'm not a greedy man cutting the cake- you don't know I'm going to do the best I can Chorus cut the cake- give me a little piece let me lick up the cream cutting the cake- well , just a little piece
of baby you know what I mean Cut THE CAKE- give me a little piece a little lovin' on the page Cut the CAKE- I need a little piece just to keep me happy Chorus gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake Well it tastes so good do not pass it all around gimme , gimme, gimme gimme that cake Well it tastes so good do not pass it all around gimme, gimme gimme
gimme, gimme, gimme that cake Never knew that you cooked so well so you do gimme, give me, give me, gimme, gimme gimme that cake Tastes so well do not pass the recipe around gimme , gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake You have to cut it down cut it down-cut it down-cut cake-please Do you like this song? (click stars to rank) Albert is always
sincere, he is a sensitive type His intentions are clear, he wants to be well liked If everything is nothing, then we are something? Is it better to be better than to be something? And Albert's vision blooms uncontrollably All the wings sinking slowly The world starts to disappear The worst things come from inside here All the king's men reappear For an eggman,
on and off the wall That will never be together again Einstein is down on the beach staring into the sand Because all he believes in is shattered What you fear at night today is going to ring anyway And we all get burned as A more sun comes sliding down the sky A shadow leaning against the wall And the world begins to disappear The worst things come from
inside here And all the king's men reappear For an egg man, on and off the wall Who will never be together again Albert waits in the sun In a field American For the cause of some inflated form of hit and run A more sun comes sliding down the sky A shadow leans against the sun and the world begins to disappear The worst things come from inside here and
all the king's king's reappear For an egg man, falling off the wall Will never be together again Albert has fallen on the sun Cracked head wide open The world starts to disappear The worst things come from inside here and all the king's men reappear For an egg man, falls, falls the world begins to disappear The worst things come from inside here and all the
king's men reappear For an egg man , falling off the wall Will never be together again No never be together again No no never, never, never again What you fear at night today Going to call anyway Never, never, never again No, no, no, no, no, no This song is from the album Do It Again. Cut the cake Give me a little piece Let me lick up the cream Cut the
cake Well, just a small piece of Baby you know what I mean Cut the cake Give me a little piece Of Little lovin' on the page Cut the cake I need a little piece Just to keep me happy Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme gimme gimme gimme that cake Well it tastes so well don't pass it all around Gimme Give me , give me, give me gimme gimme that cake
You have to cut it down! Cut the cake Just a little piece of your sweet love Cut the cake Don't you know I can't get enough Cut the cake Will you know I'm not a greedy man Cut the cake Don't you know I'm going to do the best I can Gimme, give me, give me gimme gimme gimme that cake Well it tastes so good don't pass it all around Gimme Give me , give
me, give me gimme gimme that cake You have to cut it down! Cut the cake Give me a little piece Let me lick up the cream Cut the cake Well, just a small piece of Baby you know what I mean Cut the cake Give me a little piece Of Little lovin' on the page Cut the cake I need a little piece Just to keep me happy Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme gimme
gimme gimme that cake Well it tastes so well don't pass it all around Gimme Gimme , gimme, gimme Gimme gimme gimme gimme den cake Never knew you cooked the way you do Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme gimme gimme that cake Tastes so good do not pass the recipe around Gimme, gimme, gimme gimme gimme gimme Clean Lyric Paragraph
Lyric 1 Cut the cake Give me a little piece, let me lick up the cream Cut the cake I need a little piece , baby, you know what I mean Cut the cake Give me a little piece, someone loves along the side Cut the cake I need a little piece and you can keep me happy, yes Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake It tastes so good do not pass it all around Gimme,
gimme, gimme that cake You have to cut it down! Cut the cake I need a little bit of your sweet love Cut the cake Can't you see that I can't get enough? Don't you cut the cake Don't you know I'm not a greedy man? Cut the cake Got to see that I'm going to do the best I can well give me that chance, baby That recipe is from girl [Incomprehensible] love and
sugar baby [Incomprehensible] Gimme, Gimme, give me that cake Got cut it down, cut it down, we're going right now Cut the cake Give me a little piece and let me lick up the cream Cut the cake I need a little piece, baby, you know what I mean Cut the cake Give me a little piece, someone loves along the side Cut the cake I need a little piece and you can
keep me happy I like it like that , I like it like it [Incomprehensible] I like it like that, yes I do Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake It tastes so good do not pass it all around Gimme, gimme, gimme that cake Never knew that you cooked the way you make Gimme , gimme, gimme that cake It tastes so good do not pass the recipe around Gimme, gimme,
gimme that the cake You have to cut it down , cut it down, cut it down Cut the cake 1 Cut the cake Give me a small piece, let me lick up the cream Cut the cake I need a little piece, baby, you know what I mean Cut the cake Give me a little piece, a little loving along the side Cut the cake I need a little piece and you can keep me happy, yes Gimme, gimme ,
gimme that cake It tastes so good do not pass it all around Gimme, gimme, gimme the cake You have to cut it down!
Cut the cake I need a little bit of your sweet love Cut the cake Can't you see that I can't get enough?
Don't you cut the cake Don't you know I'm not a greedy man? Cut the cake Must see that I'm going to do my best I can well give me
that chance, baby That recipe is from my girl [Incomprehensible] love and sugar baby [Incomprehensible] Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake , and let me lick up the cream Cut the cake I need a little piece, baby, you know what I mean Cut the cake Give me a little piece, a little lovin' along the side Cut the cake I need a little piece and you can keep me
happy I like it like that, I like it like that [Incomprehensible] I like it like that, Yes I do Gimme , gimme, gimme that cake It tastes so good do not pass it all around Gimme, gimme, gimme that cake Never knew that you cooked the way you make Gimme, gimme, gimme, gimme that cake It tastes so good do not pass the recipe around Gimme, gimme, gimme that
the cake You have to cut it down, cut it down, cut it down cut the cake
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